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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes results of data traffic 
measurements at a general purpose time sharing 
system with moderate load of technical and com
mercial tasks set by the users. Measurements in 
this field published so far deal mainly with data 
traffic related to typewriter o~ teletypewriter 
terminals. The present investigation treats data 
traffic of a collective of buffered alphanumeric 
display (CRT) and unbuffered teletypewriter ter
minals, half-duplex connected by dialling lines 
at a speed of 1200, 200 resp. 110 bit/sa 
Using a lately available high speed hardware mon
itor a new method for data traffic measurement 
has been developed: all input and output di~ogue 
characters of the active terminals passing the 
CPU-side interface of the data transmission con
troller were serially recorded on magnetic tape 
for further treatment. A special program was de
veloped to evaluate the recorded data with regard 
to different time random variables dividing the 
dialogue cycles into characteristic periods. On 
the basis of 4.4 million recorded characters fre
quency distributions of the following time inter
vals and character quantities with emphasis on 
the communication aspects of the system are ob
tained: 
- dialogue cycle time 
- user time 
- user reaCL10n time and typing time for tele-

typewriters 
- output and input transmission time resp. the 

number of transmitted characters 
- intercharacter time 

Some basic differences between display and tele
typewriter terminals are discussed. As one result 
it is shown that the mean durations of dialogue 
cycles of both types of terminals are approximately 
equal though the mean values of some other dia
logue segments are quite different. 

1_ INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Planning future teleprocessing systems. bases 
on reliable estimations of data traffic cre

ated by users with different demands on computer 
and communication serv.ice. This paper describes 
the method and some results of data traffic mea
surements at a modern general purpose time sha
ring system Siemens 4004/151 with operating sy
stem BS 2000 and simultaneous use of data display 
(cathode-ray tube, CRT)terminals and teletype
writer (TTW)terminals. 

Comprehensive measurements of user and computer 
behaviour became important when maximum through
put as the main objective for designing a com
puter system was frequently replaced by time 
sharing concepts fitting the dynamic character
istics to on-line users' requirements. Since 
SCherr's pioneering 'work several publications on 
measurements of time sharing systems have become 
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known (1]- [SJ beside some works on results and ana
lysis df measurements at various other systems 
(9]- [12] . Hunt [11] reported on cluster and corre
lation analysis of parameters of computer use 
with the conclusion that finer distinctions than 
"scientific" or "business" are needed to character
ize the users activity. Some authors have pub
lished queueing calculations, simulations or ap
proximations [13] on the basis of measurement 
·results~ 

1.2 It is significant for mutual supplementing 
ofqueueing theory arld measurements that es

sential queueing methods for time sharing sys
tems and most of the important measurement re
sults have been published at about the same time, 
1964 until 1971; compare overview in ~4]. 
The following assumptions in this field of 
queueing theory are preferred: 

1. exponentially distributed and independent 
interarrival times and service times, or 

2. Bernoulli input and geometric distribution 
for the probability of the number of time 
quantums for a subtask. 

In the case of interactive systems with pro
nounced loops between users and computer a non
conformity between these idealized conditions 
and reality can be expected (see discussion in 
U~ ). In a dialogue system the assumption of a 
Poisson input process is only justifiable if 
there are customers enough in the system so that 
the influence of the n-th arrival of the joint 
input process upon the following arrivals n+1, 
n+2, •.. , n+m, ... , is negligible. 

Some efforts have been undertaken to fit models 
closer to reality: 

1. Input process of Markov-type but service time 
9is..tributions based on measurement resul~s,e.g. Q.3]. 

2. The interdependence of subsequently following 
arrivals is considered by the "finite-popula
tion model". A "think time" is introduced as 
the interval between the time a user's re
quest is satisfied and the start of a new re
quest by t .he same user . [1~ . 

3. Investigation of interferences between subse
quent channel interarrival times U], where
by the time between start of output and end 
of input is defined as the interarrival time. 

1.3 Current time sharing systems differ from the 
earlier systems by use of virtual memories, 

CRT-display terminals, higher transmission rates, 
higher versatility of software systems and an 
increased efficiency and capacity of the hard
ware components at all. A compilation of hard
ware specific.ations of comruters used for time 
sharing was published in ll~. 

In these circumstances the knowledge of time 
sharing equipment.'s behaviour should be fitted 
to the current state. In addition, planning of 
data networks and the lay-out of line characte
ristics in teleprocessing systems require reli
able traffic estimations based on a mixture of 
weighted intensities caused by terminals or pro
cessors of different types and applications. 
Reference values supplied by a sufficient quan
tity of different und representative measurements 
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could support these estimations. Two years ago 
a project for measurement and analysis of data 
traffic in different telep~ocessing systems has 
been started. The present paper presents first 
results. 

2. SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS AND UTILIZATION 

2.1 The data this analysis refers to were col-
lected by moni toring a time sharing system 

Siemens 4004/151 running under the BS 2000 vir
tual operating system [li). Some details on the 
central computer should be mentioned: 

Main memory 
Memory cycle time 
Virtual memory 
Time slice 

Mbyte 
765 ns per 8 byte 

1024 pages (1 page ~ 4096 B) 
200 ms 

Interactive tasks ready for processing are ar
ranged in a queue of higher priority than batch 
tasks. Therefore the influence of batch tasks 
which shared 19.3 per cent of the CPU time 
could be neglected in the investigation. 

Fig. 1 shows the central hardware equipment. 
The data transmission controller CCM 668 is a 
by r e multiplexer with a long time data transfer 
rate of 6 kB/s. 

Measurement Tool I 
I 

CPU 
4004 1751 

Mu/tip/'It Chann,/ 

Fig. Hardware configuration and monitor 
connection 

2.2 During the first measurement period in July 
1974 the system was used by subscribers 

with different programming experience setting 
technical and scientific as well as commercial 
tasks. This is gathered particularly from the use 
of compilers in table 2. 

The subscribers are halb-duplex connected by 
sw~tched telephone lines (Modem, mostly PBX) to 
the central computer located at Munich. The calls 
are generated by buffered alphanumeric CRT ter
minals with a speed of 1200 bit/s and unbuffered 
teletypewriters (TTWs) with 200 bit/s resp. 110 
bit/so In most cases the user can choose between 
1200- and 200 bit/s-terminals. The user's free 
decision for a TTW terminal is often influ
enced by the need of a hardcopy. Comparisons of 
the measurement results for some random varia
bles show that tasks set by CRT and TTW users 
are approximately of the same type with the 
exceptions that routines of group 1,2 and 5 are 
more frequently used in CRT and group 3 more in 
TTW sessions(table 2). For use of terminals see table 1. 

Users (total) 170 

Terminal type 
bit/s 
number of CCM buffers 
per cent of calls 

CRT 

1200. 
40 
52 

TTW 

200 
24 
40 

TTW 

110 
8 
8 

Table 1 Terminal utilization during 2 days 
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Estimation of traffic bases on generalizations 
of measurement results. This requires descrip
tive classification of the system utilization. 
Table 2 shows the frequency of user requests for 
certain types of programs during the two days. 
On an average a user calls 5.4 different pro
grams during a session. A similar compilation of 
user activities was published in DJ 
Group File processing routines 

2 Spooling out 
3 User written programs 
4 Compiler 

Fortran 3.4 
Cobol 2.6 
Basic 2.1 
Algol 1.1 

5 Loading,linkage editing 
6 Data management routines 
7 Assembler 
8 Sorting 
9 Conversion routines 

Table 2 Frequency of program utilization 

3. MEASURING METHOD 

28.5 
21 .9 
21.0 
9.2 

5.4 
5.3 
4.7 
2.1 

~ 
100.0 % 

To register the entire traffic in a centralized 
telecommunication network with many remote ter
minals basicly hardware or software monitoring 
methods are possible. In the investigation of 
computer performance the application of these 
methods is well developed. Monitoring and data 
analys is are documented in ~8J -L2~. For the present 
measurements hardware monitoring has been pre
ferred because of the following advantages 

- no influence on the load of the host computer 
- no alteration of the existing operating system 
- plausibility control of data possible in the 

broadest sense 

Utilizing the remarkable improvements of hard
ware monitors a new method for data traffic meas
urement has been developed consisting of three 
phases of execution: 

Phase 1) collection of all I/O-characters be
tween computer and terminals on mag
netic tape using a lately available 
high speed hardware monitor Tesdata 
mod e I 1 1 8 5 [2 3] 

Within phase 1 all input and output dialogue cha
racters of the active on-line terminals passing 
the CPU-side interface registers of the data 
transmission controllers CCM 668 were serially 
recorded by the monitor on magnetic tape for fur
ther treatment, see fig. 1. Recording is carried 
out character-wise and event-driven with a sam
ple accuracy of 2 microseconds which ensures 
that no character is lost. Each transmitted cha
racter on the bus between computer multiplex 
channel and the CCM immediately initializes the 
transfer of a 16-bit word into the collector of 
the monitor. This word contains the character it
self, the actual transmission buffer address with
in the CCM and the transmission direction. The 
arrival time of every 16th word is stored as the 
basis for calculation of the time of all events. 
A record is composed out of collector number, 
arrival time and 16 succeeding words. Internal 
delays within the monitor can be neglected with 
respect to the accuracy of the time stored in the 
record header (lOms). In the record the characters · 
of different communication lines appear in their 
real sequenc~, see the example in fig. 2, where 
the lines 1 and 5 operate simultaneously. 

lin. , 
lin. 5 

Fig. 2 

L o G o 
srx CR 

Principle of re cording format 

N 
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Phase 2) analysis and concentrating of 
collected data . 

In phase 2 a so called "event tap~" with all 
start and stop events of each elementary trans
mission period defined in 4.2 is created. 
All events are characterized by type, actual time ' 
and a: classifier for the time quality. As only one 
time information per 16 characters is available 
one emphasis of the work is the calculation of 
the time of the other 15 transmission characte·rs 
in the record. Hereto the regularly runningtrans
mission parts with constant distances between ch~ 
ractersare used. The analysis program follows up 
the transmission procedures and registers the ac
tual status of the lines. Successive characters 
of one transmission line are mutually chained by 
their known time-lag. The time of a transmission erid 
for example, is found by chaining forward from 
the time of the same line's characters in the 
previous record, the start of a transmission by 
chaining backward character-wise from the time in 
the actual record header. Additionally for impro
vement of the time quality the actual time of a 
character is determined by the time of the adja
cent characters of other lines, if necessary. The 
time-lag between teletypewriter input characters can 
only be calculated in this way. 

Phase 3) statistical evaluation 

Generation of frequency distributions correspon
ding to the definitions of time intervals listed 
below and calculation of statistical parameters 
by analyzing the event-tape. 

4. MODEL OF INTERACTION 

4.1 A basic man-machine model ~4J with two 
concurrent cyclic processes is a suitable 

formal discription of the dialogue in this system. 
Interactions are ~ainly . perfo~med- in the way of 
a program-controlled dialogue. In addition, using 
the interactive debugging aid, a more user-con
trolled dialogue takes place in which the user 
can directly influence on the execution of pro
grams. A user session is initiated by a "ring" 
on the dialling line followed by a three charac
ter initialization message (IM). The IM consists 
of control characters like STX, CR, or LF, in
forms the user of the mode of the dialogue and 
indicates if the computer will send an output 
message or wait for an input message. During a 
session the user changes several times between 
two modes of dialogue: command mode and program 
mode of dialogue in which the user corresponds 
with the system organization program resp. a 
user program. As shown in fig. 3, each output 
block is preceded by an IM. The IMs form a con
stant part of each output block sequence and of 
course influence on the statistical parameters. 
Output periods are mostly composed of several 
output blocks. Eachwrite macro instruction in a 
program initiates a single block output. 

Clt, 

~~~ nn~ ~ ~ v;J;J ~ NO 0 oon ~ . 
~ 'so EO 'sI ~~~:G ~, ~o 

t SI/ EI - t§tart/!nd of input t SO/ EO a t§tart/~nd of 2utput 

IM e :Initialization message 

KJ e Input message to 
the computer 

Fi~. 3 Dialogue cycle 

4.2 Definitions 

BL e Block 

[]Q OUtput messsage from 
the computer 

Observing the entire session of an on~line 
user in a "macroscopic" point of view the 

following statistical variables are introduced: 

ITC8 

Sd Dialogue session time. Time between first com
puter reaction to "ring" and the last charac
ter before disconnecting 

.Mc :"ulIlber of interaction cycles within a user session 
. Rs Interaction rate . --

during a user session; Rs = M /Sd 
S Total CPU time. Accumulated c8mputer proc-

c .~ging time for P1- and P~-mode (processing 
of programs and interrupts) and I/O transfers 

Mu numb~r of active user tasks. Actual number of 
conversational and batch user tasks in the 
computer 

.. te Number of lines actually occupied by on-line users 

In a hmicroscopic" point of view subtly dividing 
the dialogue cycles into its characteristic 
periods the following definitions are intro
duced (see fig. 3): 

Td Dialogue cycle time. Interaction time between 
two succeeding ends of input; Td = tEI -tEI 

n n-1 
T Peripheral response time. Time between start 

p of output and end of input transmission; 
Tp = tEI-tSO 

To Output block sequence time. Time between start 
and end of output transmission; To = tEO-tSO T User time • CRT: Time between 

u end of output and start of input transmission 

Tu = tSI-tEO*-'J 
TTW: Time from end of output to 

end of input; Tu = ~I-~O 

Tr User reaction time. (TTW only). Time between 
end of output and start of input; Tr = tSI-tEO*) 

T. 
~ 

Input time. CRT: Input transmission time; 
TTW: Input typing time; T i = tEI -tSI 

Tc Computer reaction time. Time between end of 
input and start of output; Tc = tSO-tEI 

Nb Number of output blocks between two inputs 
No Number of output characters during To 

Ni Number of input characters in an input block 

Ri Input rate (TTW only). Character rate 
during an user input period; Ri = Ni/Ti 

Tt Intercharacter time jintertyping time) 
(TTW only). Time between two succeeding 
characters during T~ 

*) Remark: Note the difference between the input 
property of the buffered CRT and the unbuffered 
TTW terminals: For CRTs the user reaction time Tr 
between end of output and typing of the first 
character cannot be determined measuring at the 
central CCH. 

5. MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

5.1 Altogether two measurement periods of 3 days 
in July 1974 and 13 days in March 1976 were 

carried out. Mainly because of extensive comput
ing times for evaluation of the measured data 
only two days of the first measurement period 
have been analyzed so far. Fig.4 shows the num
ber Mu of active user tasks during a typical day. 
30 Mu . busy ' 

hour . 
25 

10 

8:00 
Fig. 4 

12.00 14.00 
Number Mu of active user tasks 

16.00 hour 
of day 
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The actua l number of conversational tasks is giv
en by the difference between Mu and the share of 
batch processes which is about 8 per cent of Mu' 
The actual number Mt of active lines is a little 
smaller than the number of conversational tasks 
because each process can create a further process. 
Mu is no exact measure for actual computer load 
because the mean duration Tc a dialogue is in the 
state of computer processing is short compared 
with Td . For the same reason of short Tc which 
means small influence of computer load on Td, the 
data collected during the whole day can be used 
for the statistical analysis, except for Tc' 
The statistical volume of the two days comprises 
about 4.4 million characters. The populations 
amount to 12400 resp. 8000 for each "microscop
ical", to 200 resp. 150 for each "macroscopical" 
parameter for CRTs resp. TTWs 200, and to 2000 
for "microscopical" TTW 110 parameters. This 
seems to be sufficient for a preliminary statis
tical analysis of the microscopical parameters 
for CRT and TTW 200 terminals. The results of 
macroscopical parameters and for TTWs 110 are 
only presented as selected mean values and should 
be regarded as rough estimations. On a sample 
basis 75000 events of Tt have been registered. 

5.2 Table 3 shows the mean values of macroscopical 
and microscopical parameters. In the appen

dix, fig. 6 to 14, frequency distributions (f.d.' s) 
of microscopical parameters are compiled. 

dimension 
"macroscopic" 

min 

1/5 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

l/s 

s 

CRT 

33:51 

66 

0.042 

36.5 

30.2 

28.3 

5.0 

23.2 

0.18 

1.88 

2.6 

128 

21.5 

Table 3 Mean parameter values 

TTW 200 

28: 16 

56 

0.037 

29.5 

30.3 

29.1 

12.8 

16.3 

8 

8.3 

1.14 

3.2 

113 

12.3 

2.7 

0.62 

TTW 110 

4.2 

4.7 

2.9 

5.3 In addition to the values in table 3 it is 
intended to calculate higher moments and 

coefficients of variation of the random variables 
listed above after the complete material of 16 
days has been evaluated. Preliminary investi
gations indicate that after removing ambiguities 
from the distributions the variables Sd' Mc' Td, 
Tp, Tu, Ti and Ni tend to be random, To' Tr , Tc' 
No and Tt tend to cluster, and R and Ri tend to 
regularity if the criteria in[2~jare taken. 
'Cluster effects are cause4 mainly by high user 
and computer reaction times. Results referring to 
similar variables were published in [7 J le]. 
6. INTERPRETATIONS OF THE RESULTS 

6.1 For discussion of the results we define 
"mean users" for CRT, TTW 200 and TTW 110. 

These fictive users are characterized for simple 
considerations by the mean values of the f.d.'s. 
First, we deal with the macroscop~ behaviour 
of user sessions. 
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6.1.1 The mean dialogue session time Sd of the 
CRT user is longer ' than the session time ,of .t.he 

TTW user, see tabi e 3. Indeed mean interaction times Td in 
fig. 6 are equal but the mean number Mc of inter
actions is greater for CRT users. Two reasons 

!...or the 'd£ fferences! between the values Sd and 
Mc can be suggested as stated by some users: 
first, users with a possibility of choice prefer 
to execute extensive tasks with many interactions, 
especially during program development, on a CRT 
terminal. This assumption is justified, because 
file processing routines are more frequently 
used by CRT users (see section 2.2).CRTs offer 
more comfort; the modification of written lines 
is easier and longer working without fatigue is 
possible. Secondly, in some cases a CRT user 
needs a slightly greater number of dialogue cy
cles for his problem because for insight into 
the preceding dialogue text he must insert addi
tional dialogue cycles with output statements. 
6.1.2 The difference between the mean interaction 
~ Rs of CRTs and TTWs with Rs defined as 

'ratio of the random values of Mc an'd" Sci for " each 
user session, is small. The maximum values of Rs 
for CRTs are slightly greater probably because 
of shorter To' Rs is an important variable to 
describe the input process of the computer and 
to define user classes. 
6.1.3 The mean number Nib of output blocks in 
tabre 3 is smaller for CRTs. The reason could be 
due to more frequent use of file processing rou
tines where the mean block number per output 
period is very small. 
6.1.4 Comparing the mean total CPU time Sc of 
CRTs and TTWs a nearly linear coherence between 
Sc and Mc could be presumed. 

6.2 In traffic theory mainly the parameters ' de-
scribing the microscopical aspects of the 

user behaviour are relevant. Fig. 5 displays the 
different weight of individual components of the 
interaction cycle. 

TTW 
200 

Output Tim~ 10 
'2.5 ·1. 

Us~r Tim~ Tu 
76.6 ·1. 

Input Tim~ T; 
0 ,6-1_ , 

ILl 

100% 

Fig. 5 Per cent share in mean interaction 
time Td 

As seen in fig. 5, for CRTs the user time is the 
dominant portion of the dialogue cycle time. The 
total line transmission time is about 17.3 per 
cent. For TTWs 200 the time during which characters 
can be transmitted (idle times during To includ
ed) amounts to 70.1 per cent of the cycle time. 
Comparisons with another publication on a non
saturated time sharing system [7J show that in 
the present system beside longer session times 
above all the output time To is much greater in 
spite of higher transmission speed. 
6.2.1 The mean ~gue cycle times T d for CRT 
and TTW users are approximately equal. Obviously 
the longer output interval for TTWs is scarcely 
disadvantageous: TTW users can more easily 
follow up the text sent by the computer during 
the output period, so a considerable part of the 
"think time" falls into the output interval 
(note that the user reaction time Tr observable 
on the line contains only a part of the whole 
think time). Secondly, CRT users cannot com
pletely benefit from the higher transmission 
speed because often they have to take notes on a 
paper thereby prolonging Tr . 
6.2.2 The same reasons can be quoted for the 
interpretation of peripheral response time Tp 
which is sometimes called the "interarrival time " 
[2],[6) and for the user time Tu in fig.8 . 

Because the f.d.'s of Tp and Td are nearly 
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equal, Tp is not figured. Tp is approximately 
equal for both the CRT und TTW 200 terminals. 
Tu is the user's time for reaction and typing, 
for CRT it is also the line idle time between 
output and input. The mean value Tu is naturally 
greater for the CRT terminals as the output time 
To is frequently too short to include substan
tial parts of the thinking process. 
6.2.3 Output block sequence time To in fig. 7 ', 
and number No of output characters in fig. 11 
are not proportional to each other because of 
the idle periods between succeeding blocks. 
This is why the ra~io To,TTW 200/To CRT is about 
2.5 though the rat~o ' 
of transmission speeds is 6. 
6.2.4 The term "think time" has not been used 
in this paper because the time of user thinking 
cannot exactly be determined. Thinking begins 
during the output period and may end during 
the typing process; it may be interrupted when 
several output blocks succeed one another. 
The user reaction time Tr is called "think time" 
by some authors [6J - [9J . 
Fig. 9 shows the user reaction time Tr of TTW 
200 and TTW 110 users separately. Provided an 
essential part of thinking is performed during 
the output time To' this effect of diminishing 
the mean user reaction time Tr is greater for 
slower TTWs a~ can be recognized in fig. 9 .. 
Transmission of the mean output message for 
TTW 110 users of about 80 characters t~kes 8 
seconds, often enough time to formulate men
tally a new input line. For the same reason the 
mean input time Ti of TTW 110 use,rs in fig. 10 
seems to be shorter. 
6.2.5 In this time sharing faci~ity saturation 
takes effect at a load of about 45 to 60 users. 
Though this load was not reached during the 2 
days, the £Q1!lputer reaction time Tc is of course 
dependent on Mu' Since a detailed investigation 
of T in relation to other parameters is beyond 
the cscope of this paper, the f.d. of Tc is 
not figured. The f.d.'s of Tc for CRT and TTW 
200 terminals show the same shape; the greater 
mean value Tc for CRTs corresponds to few sin
gle tasks with relatively high CPU times. 
90 per cent of the computer reaction times during 
the two days were below 2 seconds fulfilling 
the demands of human factors considerations. 
6.2.6 For TTWS 200 the mean number No of output 
characters shown in fig. 11 is about ten times 
greater than the mean number Hr of input char
acters in fig. 12, a fact s~m~ ar1y reported 
~. Ni is greater for CRTs than for the 
TTWs 200; users seem to prefer CRTs for ses
sions with extensive input. For CRTs the mean 
input transmission time Ti is negligible ~om
pared with mean output transmission time To' 
Note that the transmission control characters 
STX, ETX or ETB are included in the character 
quantities No' Ni and therewith contribute a 
constant part to thef.d.'s. , 
The TTW 200 user causes a somewhat smaller 
average number No than the mean CRT user. 
Questioned experienced users expressed that 
writing output statements they tend to diminish 
the output time in view of low transmission 
speed. 
6.2.7 A single f.d. in fig.14 displays theint,er
character time Tt for both TTW terminals. 
Tt reduced by the character width is the inter
ch~racter time . defined in [3]. ,Evidently the 
main share of events Tt~ o.ls is due to the use of paper 
tapes or continuous pressing of the "repeat" key though in 
single cases key pressing in very small intervals could be 
possible, e.g. when two succeeding characters are equal. 
6.2.8 Fig. 13 shows the input rate R as the 
average character intensity during aniTTW 
input period. The input rate of the TTW 110 
user is greater for the same reasons as stated 
in section 6.2.4. 
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

7.1 The material reported here refers to a 
collective of data displays and teletype

Writers. Since these terminals are typical for 
dialogue stations in present data networks the 
material can be useful in applications like 

- traffic estimations in telecommunication 
networks 

- time sharing queueing models 

- choice of dialogue terminal specifications 

- design of data transmission controllers, 
multiplexers, I/O-buffers 

- human factors considerations. 

7.2 The results of this paper base on two days 
of measurement and should be regarded as a 

preliminary report. It is intended to accumulate 
the data of 16 days thereby improving the sta
tistical basis considerably. On this basis the 
following additional results should be obtained: 

- variances resp. coefficients of variations of 
all important random variables 

- approximation of the frequency distributions 
by ideal distributions [8J. [9J . 
Because of relative high values of the 
coefficient of variation C in many cases 
simple distributions like exponential or 
geometric distribution will not be sufficient. 

- calculation of confidence intervals. 
7.3 This measurement is a part of a project of 

analysis of terminal behaviour in some 
typical teleprocessing systems. Since time 
sharing is only one special type of tele-
processing,systems with other applications, e.g. 
real time systems in banking and data acquisi
tion,will be investigated. Object of this pro-

' ject is the description of terminal random 
behaviour by models referring to the special 
type of application [2~ '. 
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APPENDIX 

Abbreviations 

f.d. frequency distribution 

CRT cathode ray tube data display 

IM initialization message 

TTW 200/110 teletypewriter with 200 resp. 110 
bit/s 

Frequency distributions 

In the following figures the three square 
symbols mark the belonging of a bar diagram 
to a special type of terminal. 
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ERRATA SHEET 

Paper 523, P.Pawlita . 

Page 4, table 3, Rc must be replaced by Rs 

Page 4, column 1, section 5.3, line 9~ Rc must be replaced by Rs 

Considering results of further days of measurement paragraphs 6.2.1 

and 6.2.2 should read as follows: 

6.2.1 The mean dialogue cycle times ~ for CRT and TTW 200 users 

are approximately equal. Obviously the longer output interval 

~ for TTWs is compensated by a longer (not observable) 
o 

input typing time for CRT because of greater N. (see 6.2.2). 
1 -

6.2.2 Because the f.d.'s of Td and the peripheral response time Tp' 

sometimes called "interarrival time" [2J, [6J, are nearly 

equal, T is not figured. ~ is approximately equal for both p p 
the CRT und TTW 200 Terminals. The user time Tu is the user's 

time for reaction and typing; for CRT it is also the line 

idle time between output and input. To explain the greater 

mean ,user time Tu,CRT for CRT one can assume a linear 

coherence between the mean input typing time and N. and 
1 

the same user reaction time f or CRT and TTW 200. 

Therefore the mean user time T must be greater for CRT than 
u 

for .TTW 200 because of greater Ni,CRT. A fictive mean TTW 200 

user typing the mean number of input characters Ni,CRT 

of mean CRT user wou ld need a f~ctive mean user time 

-,* 
T 

u,TTW 200 
Ni,CRT 

= T r ,TTW 200 + T i ,TTW 200 • = 22, 5 s 
N i,TTW 200 

-< T = 23.2 .s 
~ u,CRT 

One can conclude that TI is greater for CRT mainly because 
u 

of greater N.. The remaining small di'fference could be 
1 

explained by the conjecture that mean u~er reaction tinE decreases 

for increasing T because T for TTW 200 could include a greater 
o 0 

share in the thinking process than T for CRT. o 




